Zeremonialbart (*hbsut, mrt). The beards (*Bart) with which pharaohs are often represented were artificial and ceremonial beards because Egyptians of the higher classes were not allowed to let natural beards grow because of reasons of purity (*Reinheit), except in case of mourning (*Trauer). ¹ The beard of the pharaoh was an element of his dress like the crowns (*Krone) with which it was usually combined (*Ornat). ² With the blue crown (*hpr3), however, the beard was never combined, understandable if that crown was indeed the warhelmet. No artificial beards are preserved in museums, but they are supposed to have consisted of natural hair. Beards of other material are found as grave-gifts (*Grabbeigaben)³ or *amulets.⁴ The royal beard was personified as a god, named *Duawer, "the great morning god". It is suggested⁵ that the royal beard (*hbsut) is in origin the tail of an animal (*hbsjet). Pharaohs wear beards because the gods do. The royal beard is usually straight like the beard of the god *Ptah, but sometimes, especially in the MK, pharaohs may be provided with a curved beard, usually called the divine beard. The royal beard was a *symbol of divine authority. *Hatschepsut, although she is not a man, may wear the royal beard, because she is a pharaoh.⁶

That the pharaoh wears not a natural, but an artificial beard is reflected in a myth indicating that his authority is not natural and unbroken, but a cultural achievement of restored order: The authority of the first king *Re-*Atum was shaken on the day of the primeval rebellion when his beard was stolen from him, so that it had to be sought back (CT III, 352a–e).

The beard of officials was considerably shorter than the straight or curved beards of kings and gods (*Tracht). Nevertheless it is acceptable⁷ that these short beards were also artificial and ceremonial, accentuating their authority derived from the pharaoh.

¹ Kees, Ägypten, 90ff.; Erman, Ägypten, 245ff.; Christiane Desroches-Noblecourt, in: BIFAO 45, 1947, 185–232. ² Karol Myśliwiec, Le portrait royal dans le
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